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In 1996, Mike Pusateri approached the three of us with a proposition. NAMA was
interested in sponsoring leading edge academic research that could provide knowledge about
how NAMs could better perform their jobs. He knew that the three of us had done research in
the area of relationship marketing and offered us the opportunity to work with NAMA on this
project. Before deciding on the subject of the research, we decided to do some background work
to better understand success factors for NAMs.

Earlier that year, NAMA and Mike had worked with Professors Sengupta and Krapfel,
who found that a customer’s trust of a NAM trust was an important driver of NAM
performance. Next, when we attended the 1996 NAMA Leadership forum (a conference that
provides an opportunity for academics, NAMs and purchasing professionals to discuss strategic
account management), time and again we heard people highlighting the central role of trust in
relationship management. Subsequently, trust was explored in-depth at the 1997 NAMA
Leadership Conference. A detailed report on the thoughts and ideas which emerged from that
conference are described in The Trust Imperative: The Competitive Advantage of Trust-Based
Business Relationships, published by NAMA and edited by Lisa Napolitano and Sherry Kilgus.

In reviewing the academic literature on trust, we observed a growing, but still immature
understanding of what trust was, how it worked, and its association with relationship
performance. While psychologists and sociologists had stressed the importance of trust in
interpersonal and social relationships, it was only in the last 4-5 years that trust had received
significant attention from business scholars. This was an important finding because as scholars
we aspired to generate new knowledge on this topic.

Given the convergence between NAMA’s interests and our interests, we came up with
the general idea that we should explore the role of trust in NAM-Customer relationships. In our
review of the academic literature, we had found a number of gaps. We focused on these gaps to
motivate the issues we chose to address in this research project. In this article, we begin with a
description of these issues and the research questions which emerged. We then define the scope
of our research and the general relationships we anticipated to find. We follow this up with a
discussion of the research design. Finally, we present the results and discuss their implications
for strategic account management practice.

Issues in the Study of Trust

As mentioned before, in this study we wanted to provide practitioners and academics
with new insights about the nature of trust and how it worked in buyer-seller relationships.



Based on our review of the academic and managerial writings on the subject, we identified
several opportunities for extending knowledge in this area.

First, we decided to take the selling firm’s perspective. While considerable academic
research and managerial advice has centered on the importance of NAMs fostering the trust of
their customers, very little research has taken the salesperson’s perspective. Therefore, our focus
in the research was to better understand how a salesperson’s trust of a customer was related to
their behavior in the relationship. Going in, we expected that trust would have an impact on how
NAMs engaged in relationship management activities.

Second, we delved deeper into the question of “just what is trust?” Based on our
previous research and that done by other researchers, trust can be expected to be formed in a
number of different ways. For example, trust may develop through dependence – we trust this
customer because they depend on us and they would never jeopardize our relationship. Trust
may also develop because firms have worked together for a long time, and can easily predict
each other’s behavior – we trust this customer because we can readily predict how they will
behave. Finally, trust may evolve based on the shared values and beliefs in (and about) the
relationship – we trust this customer because we share the same values and beliefs. Thus, we
determined that the manner in which trust leads, in essence, to different types of trust.

Third, we addressed the important question of the link between trust and relationship
performance. We expected that the manner in which trust develops will influence the NAM’s
management of the customer relationship and, in turn, relationship performance.

In summary, our specific research objectives focused on the following research
questions:

• Do different types of trust exist?
• If different types of trust do exist, how are they formed, or in other words,
what are the sources of these different trust types?
• Finally, what is the association between the different types of trust and
relationship performance and relationship management activities and relationship
performance?

The figure provides an overview of the scope of the research. At a general level we
anticipated relationships between: 1) the different types customer trust held by a NAM, 2) the
manner in which the NAM managed the customer relationship, and 3) aspects of relationship
performance. In the following sections, we explore each of these topics more closely. Table 1
provides a summary of the main constructs measured in this study, and a sample measure for
each. In this article we focus on relationship performance and its association with relationship
management activities and the different types of trust (i.e., the two solid lines in Figure 1).



[insert Figure about here]
[insert Table 1 about here]

Pathways to Trust

Through our discussions with salespeople, NAMs, and purchasing professionals, as well
as our review of academic and managerial writings it was clear to us that trust meant many
different things to different people. Yet, at the same time, there was a common element in the
various interpretations of trust. We found that most of the people we spoke with agreed that trust
involved a willingness to rely on another in whom one has confidence. For example, a NAM’s
trust of a customer, is based on the extent to which the NAM is willing to rely on a customer in
which he/she has confidence.

Our preliminary research also suggested that there were many different ways in which
people came to trust another person or company. The different pathways to trust suggested to us
that the foundation (or the basis) upon which trust was developed could vary from one situation
to another. It also appeared that the different foundations of trust could be operative at the same
time.

Relating our preliminary findings to past research in trust, we concluded that it was
possible for a NAM to develop trust in a customer based upon: 1) calculative foundations, 2)
knowledge foundations, and/or 3) identification foundations. Next, we describe each of these in
more detail.

Calculative-based trust. The economics literature often suggests that human behavior is
motivated by assessing the costs and benefits of particular actions—a calculative approach. This
approach, when applied to trust, suggests that a NAM’s trust of a customer is based on the extent
to which a NAM believes the customer is dependent upon the NAM (and the NAM’s firm). For
example, a NAM may trust a customer because the NAM believes that the customer would incur
significant costs by acting in an untrustworthy manner that far outweigh the benefits to the
customer from such an action. This trust in a customer may increase the confidence the NAM
has in the customer and make the NAM more willing to rely on that customer.

Knowledge-based trust. Another road to trust can occur due to the knowledge or
learning gained over time as one party deals with another party over time. For example, the
more a NAM interacts with a customer, the easier it will be for the NAM to predict the
customer’s behavior in a particular situation. In essence, it is the experience with the customer
that allows the NAM to gain knowledge about the customer which then provides a basis for the
NAM to trust the customer in new situations.

Identification-based trust. A final route to trust can arise due to a shared vision or
common value structure—we call this identification-based trust. In some business relationships
buying and selling firms develop a common understanding on important issues in their
relationship. This commonality could, for example, encompass issues regarding how the
relationship is to operate or the future of the relationship. In these situations, identification with



this common understanding can become a basis for the two sides to trust one another. In other
words, based on a common understanding of one another, a NAM can develop the confidence
and willingness to rely on a customer.

In the end, each of these three routes can lead to the same outcome–a willingness to rely
on another in whom one has confidence. We propose that the manner by which NAMs and
customer’s manage their relationships and the performance of these relationships depends on
trust, and more specifically on which particular pathway to trust (or type of trust) is involved.

Relationship Management Activities

Given the variety of different industries represented by the NAMA membership, we
thought it would be useful to focus on a number of important relationship management activities
that are fairly universal to all NAMs. Therefore, we focused on: 1) relationship planning and
negotiation activities, 2) the nature of agreements and specification of each party’s role in the
relationship, and 3) the manner in which adjustments or changes are made as the relationship
evolves.

Planning and Negotiation. In studying the manner in which planning and negotiation
take place, we noted several aspects were relevant. First, there is the extensiveness of the
process – or the level of detail in negotiations. Second, there is the extent to which negotiations
involve tactical and strategic issues. Finally, in account planning, there is the extent to which the
customer is integrated into the planning process.

Agreements and Specification of Roles. After planning and negotiating the key aspects
of a buyer-seller relationship, firms must decide how (or if) to formalize their agreements,
establish role specifications and determine the number of people to be involved. This lead us to
explore the specificity of agreements in terms of their detail and formality. We also examined
the clarity of roles specified for the two parties. In a relationship each party’s role may be
clearly defined – or responsibilities may be shared, with no clear responsibility. Finally, we
examined the number of people involved from the two companies – is it many or few.

Adjustments and Changes. As relationships evolve, conditions are bound to change.
This often necessitates changes to the original agreement and plans. Therefore, we examined the
extent to which customers and suppliers are flexible in response to requests for changes made by
the other party. If the customer proposed changes, we were concerned with whether the selling
firm approached such requests in a cooperative or competitive manner.

Relationship Performance

Our discussions with NAMs suggested a number of different dimensions of relationship
performance were important. Consequently, in our survey, we asked NAM respondents to report
on how their customer relationship compared with other customer relationships on various
criteria:



• Effectiveness of the relationship in generating greater profits,
• Level of cooperation the vendor receives from the customer, and
• Overall evaluation of the success of the relationship.

Research Design

In order to better explore the interrelationships between the different types of trust,
relationship management activities, and the different dimensions of relationship performance, we
conducted a large scale survey of members of NAMA. A mailing was sent to 750 NAMA
members. The mailing included three copies of an 8 page questionnaire. The questionnaire was
to be completed by an account representative. Each account representative was asked to
complete a questionnaire and pass on the remaining two questionnaires to other reps for their
completion. Those without account responsibility were asked to pass on all three questionnaires
to others reps who were. In all, we received 341 completed questionnaires.

Two points worth noting are: (1) to assure that we had a random sample of the NAM
relationships, respondents were requested to report on their relationship with the last customer
with whom they had contact, and (2) to assure the reliability and validity of our measures – we
used multiple items to measure each of the aspects of our model. Without going into the details
of our measures or their assessment, statistical analysis indicated the measures were acceptable
representations of the concepts of interest for the study.

Results and Discussion

To provide insights into the research questions we posed, we regressed the different type
of trust and relationship management activities on each of the three different dimensions of
performance. Table 2 provides a summary of those factors found to be statistically significant in
their relationship with each performance dimension. Where a “+” is found in Table 2, the factor
on the left was found to be positively related to the performance dimension in the top row; a “-“
indicates a negative relationship; a “0" indicates no relationship.

[insert Table 2 about here]

The results demonstrate that the different types of trust matter relative to relationship
performance. While calculative-based trust had no impact on any of the three dimensions of
performance, knowledge- based trust was associated with better customer cooperation and a
better overall evaluation of the relationship. At the same time, identification-based trust was
related positively to all three dimensions of performance. These findings seem to indicate that
the trust NAM’s have in their customers should be based on knowledge of the customers and a
shared vision for the relationship – not based on power the seller may have over the customer.



Developing knowledge-based trust suggests the value of getting to know customers extremely
well and the importance of time in these relationships.

In terms of the association of relationship management activities to performance,
different aspects of planning and negotiation were found to have little effect on the performance
dimensions we investigated. Only negotiations detail was found to be negatively associated with
generating profits. We believe that the “micro-management” of the relationship implied by
having more detailed negotiations was costly and had a detrimental impact on profits. To us it
was quite surprising none of the aspects of planning were found to be related to the three
dimensions of customer performance. Perhaps it is only important that buyers and sellers plan
together – but the manner in which planning and negotiations occur is not particularly relevant.

The outcomes of the planning process do have some relationship with the three
dimensions of performance we investigate here. The specificity of agreements was found to be
negatively related to all three types of performance. The more formalized the agreements
governing the relationship, the worse the relationship performed. This suggests that in NAM
relationships it is actually detrimental to relationship performance to be concerned with every
possibly detail in the planning and negotiating process.

On the other hand, customer cooperation was enhanced when agreements clearly
specified roles for both the buyer and the seller. The involvement of more personnel from the
buyer and the seller was associated with generating greater profits and cooperation from the
customer. Together it suggests that the agreements that emerge from negotiations should not be
very detailed – except with respect to what each party is supposed to do. It also suggests that
involving more people from the buyer and seller enhance performance – perhaps by getting
everyone’s agreement and buy-in on key points.

The manner in which adjustments and changes are completed was found to be
associated with these dimensions of performance. When customers are more flexible, customers
were found to be more cooperative and the overall evaluation of the relationship was higher.
Further, when seller’s are more flexible, relationships generate more profits, customers are more
cooperative, and the overall evaluation was higher. Finally, to the extent that a cooperative spirit
underlies changes in the relationship the overall evaluation of the relationship was better. These
findings are consistent previous findings. Agreements do not need to specify every detail,
because performance will be enhanced by being flexible later – and by having a cooperative
spirit to those changes.

Implications for National Account Management

Together, our findings suggest some important implications for the practice of account
management. The results of our analysis provide NAMs with a framework to link their effort to
build trust with the nature of relationship management activities and, in turn, their firm’s
performance in a relationship.



While there is agreement that the seller’s trust of a customer in a relationship is
important, we find that there are different ways in which a NAM can build trust in a
relationship. NAMs can use this information to redefine their approach to building trust in a
relationship. Our results suggest that using a proper combination of the three types of trust can
help a NAM build a stronger customer relationship. We also find that, in addition to looking for
common goals and objectives with a customer and gaining a better knowledge about a
customer’s past behavior, NAMs can benefit from building a customer’s costs of switching from
a relationship.

In addition to helping NAMs develop a more comprehensive approach to managing the
trust levels in a relationship, we also provide guidance on how NAMs can manage their
relationships with their major customers. NAMs need to recognize that the nature of relationship
management activities will need to be different depending on the nature of the trust in a
relationship. Trying to use the same approach to manage different customer relationships can be
fruitless and frustrating exercise for NAMs.

Finally, our results suggest that NAMs need to recognize that their firm’s performance
in a relationship is likely to be different depending on the types of relationship management
activities that they have used in the relationship.

It is important to note that we have focused on the nature of seller trust and its impact on
relationship management and performance. We acknowledge that this is just one part of an
elaborate framework that NAMs need to employ in defining their customer management
strategies. Having recognized the important of the bigger picture, the findings of our study can
be very helpful for NAMs as their plan their account management and monitor their account
performance. In the past, the nature and role of a NAMs trust in a customer has been ignored in
research and the popular press. In this study we have found that seller trust is an important
determinant of relationship performance.

Figure

[see PowerPoint file – fig1.ppt]

Table 1: Summary of Measures

Sample Questionnaire Measure

Types of Trust

Calculative based trust This customer has a lot to lose by taking unfair advantage of our firm.

Knowledge based trust Our trust in this customer is based on our extensive experience with them.



Identification based trust We are confident in this customer because we both share a common view on important
issues.

Planning and Negotiations

Detail in negotiations Our negotiations and planning with this customer may be best described as covering
every possible detail in our relationship.

Strategic orientation Our planning for this customer focuses on strategic issues.

Tactical orientation Our pans for this customer focus on day-to-day tactical issues.

Customer involvement This customer has direct input in our account planning process.

Agreements and
Specification of Roles
Specificity of
agreements

Our agreements with this customer specifically detail key aspects of our relationship.

Definition of roles In this relationship, it is often not clear who is responsible for what.

Involvement of personnel Interactions between our firm and this customer frequently involve many people from
both companies.

Adjustments and Changes

Customer flexibility This customer is responsive to our requests for changes.

Seller flexibility We are responsive to this customer’s requests for changes.

Cooperative spirit in
changes

If this customer proposed important changes to existing agreements, we would adopt the
changes without question.

Table 2: Summary of Results of Regression Analysis

Generating ProfitsCustomer CooperationOverall Evaluation

Types of Trust

Calculative based trust 0 0 0

Knowledge based trust 0 + +

Identification based trust + + +

Planning and Negotiations

Detail in negotiations - 0 0

Strategic orientation 0 0 0

Tactical orientation 0 0 0

Customer involvement 0 0 0



Agreements and Specification of Roles

Specificity of agreements - - -

Definition of roles 0 + 0

Involvement of personnel + + 0

Adjustments and Changes

Customer flexibility 0 + +

Seller flexibility + + +

Cooperative spirit in changes 0 0 +


